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Life coach and podcast host Kelly Parker Palace ("Champion's Mojo") has released her inspirational book "Take Your Mark, LEAD!: Ten Ways to Lead Yourself and Others Like a Champion." Digital Journal ...
Kelly Parker Palace releases inspirational ‘Take Your Mark, LEAD!’ book
The inspiration for Elizabeth Warren’s new book, “Persist,“ began while reflecting on the events of this past year. The Massachusetts senator said, “Think about what’s happened… A global pandemic, a ...
Elizabeth Warren Talks Inspiration For New Book, the Next 100 Days in America
PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- "Aspire To Inspire": an enthralling read filled with inspirations that encourage the readers to use their ...
Rev. Terrence M. Scott's newly released "Aspire To Inspire" is an illuminating account that helps the readers become an inspiration to other people
The best books on business to read so you can ;earn how to influence and build a brand, gain insight and develop skills.
10 inspirational books on business for young entrepreneurs
Words sound more like music when they come from Morgan Harper Nichols's pen. She writes beautiful, inspiring poems for her 1.7 million Instagram followers and ...
Morgan Harper Nichols Reveals the Meaningful Inspiration Behind Her New Book, How Far You Have Come
Peter Mishler. // Photo by Justin Boening Throughout 12 years of teaching, high school English teacher Peter Mishler would occasionally note a sentence or two about different experiences he found ...
Peter Mishler’s new book has advice, affirmations, and self-care for teachers
DO YOU want to know which recipes will help you stay in shape this summer? ‘Joe's Family Food: 100 Delicious, Easy Recipes to Enjoy Together' is the latest book by the British fitness coach and ...
Joe Wicks to release new cook book in June filled with healthy recipes for all the family
Samsung unveiled the Galaxy Book Pro and Galaxy Book Pro 360, the new generation of mobile computing devices that bring together powerful performance with the mobile DNA of a Samsung Galaxy smartphone ...
Samsung Unveils New Galaxy Book Pro Series Laptops
It’s been one month since she’s last sat in the eightWest backstage hot-seat, and she’s back to talk about her most recent milestone-releasing her first book called “Brighter Skies Ahead ...
Terri DeBoer talks new inspirational book, ‘Brighter Skies Ahead’, available for pre-order!
Former football player Freddie Stevenson beat poverty, injury and depression and wants to help others do the same.
From pain to purpose: FSU's Stevenson serves as inspiration for life after football
Ayrshire / Hong Kong FOR FANS OF: Gerry Rafferty, James Taylor, Jason Mraz JIM SAYS: SCOTS singer-songwriter Samuel Alexander Barbour is making his mark in music ...
Singer making his mark from Hong Kong as he released a new album – and a kids book
Journalist Matt Taibbi joined Hill.TV's "Rising" on Thursday to discuss the inspiration behind his new book "The Business Secrets Of Drug Dealing: An Almost True Account." Taibbi, author of the ...
Journalist Matt Taibbi discusses inspiration behind new book
has completed her new book "Scared Sh!#less to Success": an inspirational discourse on success. What happened to the little girl that was stubborn, sensitive, social, and sassy? Somewhere along ...
Dr. Kennette Thigpen's new book "Scared Sh!#less to Success" is an inspirational thesis on owning one's purpose and potential
Just in time for Mother's Day, Dad's Publishing (dadspublishing.com) announces the release of My Mommy and Daddy's My Mom by children's book Author Sergio Liden on May 1, 2021. The book will be ...
Author Sergio Liden Pays Tribute To Single Moms With New Book
Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Anita Neal's new book is the next journey in heaven started by the characters from Our Home of Love: From a Dog's Perspective. The tale continues to follow ...
Author Anita Neal's newly released "A New Understanding" is a heartwarming and inspirational celebration of all God's creation
In a slim but engaging book that delves into history ... based author-illustrator Kerby Rosanes' new release, which at this writing was listed at No. 1 on Amazon's list of animal coloring books ...
Regional: Earth Day Reading List -- Five New Books With Ideas And Inspiration For Protecting The Planet
Mick Hill is set to publish a book called Grand Prix's Winning Colours, which features his illustrations of every Formula One car that won a grand prix between 1950 and 2020. Photo: Simon Hulme ...
Formula One fan draws on grand prix inspiration for new book
Because sometimes Whitford trawls for creative inspiration ... 1. “The Story of Ferdinand” by Munro Leaf My earliest, coziest memories are of my mother reading me that book.
Bradley Whitford Finds Inspiration in the Theater (and Dog Park)
So that became my main source of inspiration. The skeletal structure, the eerie but uncanny similarity of man with the cold steel of machine. Mechagodzilla had to look different than any other ...
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